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WHAT IS STAINO® 

Our unique range of aluminum oxide abrasive- f illed oral 

hygiene aids scientif ically proven safe and ef fective for 

removing plaque and surface stains from teeth. 

STAINO® TECHNOLOGY

Developed jointly with world-renowned  and , the 
dental industry’s leading manufacturer of abrasive polishers, we 
are able to blend ultra-f ine white aluminum oxide abrasive par ticles 
into micro-thin nylon f ilaments and latex-free rubber to create our 
unique interdental brushes, dental f loss, tooth stain eraser and now 
i CLEAN® stain removing prophy angle, latch & screw type cups.

As a result, unlike other manufacturers’ 
standard f ilament and polishing products 
which work solely on the basis of friction, 
STAINO® products – taking advantage of 
the abrasive particles used by dentists 
for decades – are scientif ically proven 
to safely remove sur face stains while 
simultaneously more effectively removing 
food par ticles and plaque.

FEATURED & ENDORSED

Before

After
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THE STAINO® TEAM

WHAT'S NEW

It is with great pride that we introduce i CLEAN® and incorporate it into 
the STAINO® family of products.

i CLEAN® is the world's f irst and only disposable prophy angle and 
prophy cups that effectively clean, polish and remove stains.

Proven safe for enamel and gums, the micro-f ine aluminum oxide 
abrasive particles uniformally blended within the "soft" f lexible rubber 
cups ensure effective performance on all tooth surfaces – facial, 
lingual, interproximal & subgingival. 

Eliminates spot stains even when used without prophy paste.  Splatter 
is virtually eliminated and visibility during cleaning is markedly 
improved – a more eff icient process for hygienist and patient alike. 

 

CONTINUING SUCCESS

We are also proud of the ever-increasing popularity and world-wide 
success of our interdental brushes, dental f loss – including Flossbox® 
and Floss 'n Toss® – as well as the Tooth Stain Eraser which is a #1 seller 
on Amazon.com.

The scientif ic studies are undeniable – STAINO® technology clearly 
outperforms the competition.

Thank you for your support of our products – it is truly appreciated.
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CLEAN
SOFT

Introducing

S2000P
i CLEAN®

PROPHY ANGLE
100 per box

World’s f irst and only disposable
prophy angle that ef fectively

CLEANS, POLISHES & REMOVES STAINS

LATEX 
FREE

• Micro-f ine stain removing aluminum oxide abrasive is 
blended within the "sof t" f lexible cups

• Proven safe for enamel and gums*

• Clear dif ference in tooth color from pre-to-post usage*

• Eliminates spot stains even when used without prophy 
paste.  Splatter is eliminated and visibility improved

even without paste!
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"Just love it!  Stain 
removal is so much 
easier - especially in 
combination with my 
regular paste.  Great 
time saver!  This product 
is a true game changer."

Lizzy RDH - Boston, MA

i CLEAN®  Testimonials

"My hygienist can't stop 
raving.  Over the years 
she tried every brand 
on the market and 
never found any remotely 
comparable.  Her job is 
easier and our patients 
happier."

Rachel DDS. - New York, NY

Also available in latch and screw models, the "soft" stain removing 
i CLEAN® prophy cups ef fectively clean all tooth surfaces – facial, 
lingual, interproximal and subgingival.  Transitions easily from tooth 
to tooth. 

*NOTE: Testing conducted by Therametric Technologies, Inc. 9880 Douglas Floyd Parkway, 
Noblesville, IN.  Data on file.

S1998P
i CLEAN® 

LATCH TYPE
144 per box

S1999P
i CLEAN® 

SCREW TYPE
144 per box

i CLEAN®

"soft" abrasive cup
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SIZE TIGHT MODERATE WIDE

SHAPE Cylindrical Cylindrical Tapered Cylindrical Tapered

INTERDENTAL
BRUSHES

Refills for 
Interdental 

Handles
S214P S412P S414P S612P S614P

TWINS®

Patented
Dual-Ended 

Handle
S1214P S1412P S1414P S1612P S1614P

BREAKAWAYS

Disposable

S5690 S5698

PY•CO•TWIN®

Dual-Ended 
Extended

Reach Handle

INTERDENTAL BRUSHES
Clinically Proven Safe & Effective

Each box contains 36 2-brush units (72 brushes)

Each box contains 36 2-brush TWINS® (72 brushes)

Each box contains 36 10-brush packs (360 brushes)

Each case contains 72 PY•CO•TWINS® (144 brushes)

S1648

CLASSIC FAVORITE

PREFERRED CHOICE
FOR ON-THE-GO
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STAINO® offers the industry’s widest 
range of interdental models for 
convenient at-home and on-the-go use.  

No matter the task – be it removing 
plaque and food particles between 
and around teeth, bridge abutments, 
implants and braces or removing 
tobacco, coffee, red wine, cola and 
other tooth surface stains – STAINO® 
offers the ideal, shape and size 
interdental brush and easy to use 
handle to work quickly and efficiently.

FOR TIGHT TO WIDE SPACES

SAFE FOR BRACES AND IMPLANTS

REDUCES GINGIVITIS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

ARE STAINO® BRUSHES SAFE?
Absolutely. In both laboratory and clinical 
studies STAINO® Interdental Brushes have 
conclusively been proven safe.

ARE THE WIRES PLASTIC COATED?
Yes, therefore also safe for cleaning around 
implants.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
COLOR-CODE? 
The different colors on the packages and brush 
handles identify the various shapes and sizes 
of the brushes.

HOW MANY SHAPES AND SIZES ARE 
AVAILABLE?
Five.  Two shapes.  Three sizes.

WHY SHOULD I USE STAINO® INTERDENTAL 
BRUSHES?
STAINO® Interdental Brushes are the most 
effective in removing plaque and difficult stains 
between teeth, where most staining and decay 
occur between professional cleanings.

STAINO® brushes also reduce gingivitis as 
part of a good oral hygiene program and 
supplement regular professional care.

WHY ARE STAINO® INTERDENTAL BRUSHES 
UNIQUE?
Ultra-fine white aluminum oxide – a proven 
dental stain removing abrasive – is blended 
within the nylon bristles for faster more 
effective plaque and stain removal.  Other 
manufacturers’ interdental brushes are just 
nylon and work solely on the basis of friction.

IS THE ALUMINUM OXIDE ONLY IN THE 
GREEN-COLORED BRISTLES?
No, it is blended in all the bristles, green and 
white.  The green band simply makes it easier to 
identify a genuine STAINO® Interdental Brush.

WHY ARE STAINO® INTERDENTAL BRUSHES 
BETTER?
The ultra-fine white aluminum oxide in 
STAINO® bristles remove plaque and difficult 
stains much faster while simultaneously 
whitening tooth surfaces.

WHAT TYPE OF STAINS DO THEY REMOVE?
Surface stains commonly caused by tobacco, 
coffee, tea, red wine, cola and red sauce.
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Each box contains 36 2-brush TWINS® (72 brushes)

S1412P
MODERATE
Cylindrical

S1612P
WIDE

Cylindrical

S1214P
TIGHT

Cylindrical

S1414P
MODERATE
Tapered

S1614P
WIDE

Tapered

STAINO®’s patented dual-ended handle 
feature stackable aerated caps for better 
control and greater reach.  Convenient for 
at-home and on-the-go use, TWINS® are 
available by individual shape and size.

TWINS®

Patented Dual-Ended Handle
“Using these is an easy 
way to follow my dentist's 
cleaning between-the-teeth 
recommendation.  They can 
be taken on trips and are 
easy and convenient either 
at home or away.”

Roger - Philadelphia, PA

TWINS®

Testimonial
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PY·CO·TWIN®'s dual-ended extended reach handle for better control 
and greater reach.  

PY·CO·TWIN®

Dual-Ended Extended Reach Handle

S1648
PY·CO·TWIN®

Each case contains 72 PY•CO•TWINS® (144 brushes)

CLASSIC
FAVORITE

“I love this product, my periodontist 
recommended them to me after my last 
deep cleaning and scaling! This interdental 
excels at getting into the recesses of my 
back teeth. They are super easy to use and 
highly effective!  I will be a loyal user of this 
product."

Rebecca - Hoboken, NJ

JUMBOS®  Testimonial
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Small yet sturdy, our MINIS® micro-f ine brushes are ideal for on-the-go 
use.  Compact and conveniently packaged 10 per “matchbook”, our 
MINIS® patented breakaway design is a proven favorite.

CLEAN TIGHT SPACES BETWEEN TEETH

S5690
MINIS® 
10 brushes per pack
36 packs per box

BREAKAWAYS HYGIENIC & CONVENIENT

S5698
JUMBOS®

10 brushes per pack
36 packs per box

Also conveniently packaged 10 per “matchbook” with our patented 
breakaway design.  JUMBOS® tapered brushes are perfect for cleaning 
wider interdental spaces, around implants & orthodontic wires.

CLEAN WIDE SPACES BETWEEN TEETH

“I've tried several brands and these are the best 
of the lot as far as being small enough to get 
between your teeth, yet still firm enough to be 
useful. They prevent build-up of plaque between 
your teeth, which cuts down on cavities!”

James - New York, NY

MINIS®  Testimonial

MINIS®

JUMBOS®

BEST IN CLASS
Faster and 

more effective 
than standard 
nylon brushes

STAINO 
TECHNOLOGY 
Distinctive 
green band 
indicates 
built-in Staino 
technology

CONVENIENT

Breakaway design for on-the-go use

MINIS®

JUMBOS®
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STAINO®’s easy-to-use handle with slide-lock head holds 
refill brushes firmly in place and allows replacement of worn 
brushes in seconds.

INTERDENTAL BRUSHES
For greater economy, ref ill brushes are the models of choice. 
Available by individual shape & size. 

S214P
TIGHT

Cylindrical

S412P
MODERATE
Cylindrical

S414P
MODERATE
Tapered

S612P
WIDE

Cylindrical

S614P
WIDE

Tapered

1.
LOCKED 
IN 
PLACE

3.
INSERT 
BRUSH

2.
SLIDE 
LOCK 
UP

4.
SLIDE 
LOCK 
DOWN

Use 
with our 

Interdental 
Handle

S316P
Interdental Brush Handle
Each box contains 36 handles

Each box contains 36 2-brush units (72 brushes)
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S1740
FLOSS 'n TOSS®

144 per box

Individually wrapped — nothing beats 
FLOSS ’n TOSS® waxed f lossers for 
hygienic on-the-go convenience.  Our 
compact patented handle design is 
easy to hold and easy to use.  Best of 
all, you will be flossing with STAINO®’s 
genuine stain removing filament. 

HYGIENIC & CONVENIENT

DENTAL FLOSS

FLOSS 'n TOSS®
 

S1810
55yd/50m

Each case contains 72 units

Only STAINO® dental floss, which 
incoporates micro-f ine aluminum oxide 
abrasive particles within its filament, is 
proven to safely and ef fectively remove 
stains from tooth surfaces. 

EVERYONE LOVES THEM!

“Get your teeth 

looking better 

than ever" “Celeb smiles - Great 

for flossing on the go"
“Something New 

to Smile About"

“Keep your teeth and 

gums gorgeous and 

healthy"

“For stains between 
teeth – Grade: A"

MINT
FLOSS
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Contact us about Flossbox® 
personalization.

FLOSS + COSMETIC MIRROR
THE SIZE OF A BUSINESS CARD.

FLOSSBOX®

S1680
FLOSSBOX®

16.5yd/15mm
Each case contains 144 units

PEOPLE LOVE IT!

"My patients love it so much they show it to their friends."

Dr. Steven - New York, NY

FLOSSBOX®  Testimonial

Your Image Here
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The same tooth stain removing rubber polishing 
tips that dentists have used successfully for more 
than 40 years are now available for at-home and 
on-the-go use.  Safely remove stains from tooth 
surfaces. No paste required.

TOOTH STAIN ERASER

S1655
TOOTH STAIN ERASER
Each case contains 72 2-eraser units (144 erasers)

AfterBefore

THE ONLY TOOTH STAIN ERASER 
SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN SAFE.
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S5690
MINIS®

TIGHT
Cylindrical 

STAINO® FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

S1680

 FLOSSBOX®

S1655
TOOTH 
STAIN 
ERASERS1810

FLOSS

S1214P
TIGHT

Cylindrical

S1412P
MODERATE
Cylindrical

S1414P
MODERATE
Tapered

S1612P
WIDE

Cylindrical

S1614P
WIDE

Tapered

TWINS®

THE ONLY TOOTH STAIN ERASER 
SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN SAFE.

S316P
Interdental 

Brush Handle

S214P
TIGHT

Cylindrical

S412P
MODERATE
Cylindrical

S414P
MODERATE
Tapered

S612P
WIDE

Cylindrical

S614P
WIDE

Tapered

INTERDENTAL BRUSHES

S1740

 FLOSS 'n TOSS®

S5698
JUMBOS®

WIDE
Tapered

S1648
PY·CO·TWIN®

WIDE
Tapered

BREAKAWAYS

S2000P
Disposable 
Prophy Angle

S1998P
Latch Type

S1999P
Screw TypeNEW!

CLEAN
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STAINO, LLC

11617 State Route 97
 Long Eddy, NY 12760

(845) 887-5746
service @staino.com

www.staino.com

® trademarks  © 2020 Staino, LLC

TOOTH
STAIN

REMOVING
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AIDS


